Image segmentation is an ubiquitous task in medical image analysis, which is required to estimate morphological or functional properties of given anatomical targets. While automatic processing is highly desirable, image segmentation remains to date a supervised process in daily clinical practice. Indeed, challenging data often requires user interaction to capture the required level of anatomical detail. To optimize the analysis of 3D images, the user should be able to efficiently interact with the result of any segmentation algorithm to correct any possible disagreement. Building on a previously developed realtime 3D segmentation algorithm, we propose in the present work an extension towards an interactive application where user information can be used online to steer the segmentation result. This enables a synergistic collaboration between the operator and the underlying segmentation algorithm, thus contributing to higher segmentation accuracy, while keeping total analysis time competitive. To this end, we formalize the user interaction paradigm using a geometrical approach, where the user input is mapped to a non-cartesian space while this information is used to drive the boundary towards the position provided by the user. Additionally, we propose a shape regularization term which improves the interaction with the segmented surface, thereby making the interactive segmentation process less cumbersome. The resulting algorithm offers competitive performance both in terms of segmentation accuracy, as well as in terms of total analysis time. This contributes to a more efficient use of the existing segmentation tools in daily clinical practice. Furthermore, it compares favorably to state-of-the-art interactive segmentation software based on a 3D livewire-based algorithm.
Introduction
Image segmentation is an ubiquitous task in medical imaging analysis. Indeed, the quantification of morphological or functional properties of a given organ or tissue always involves its identification in the image domain, either by identifying the boundaries of anatomical structures or by defining a region for subsequent analysis. Therefore, the role of image segmentation is central in any medical image analysis workflow. This task has been initially addressed through manual delineation by a user of the desired object in the image. However, with the ever increasing amount of 3D imaging modalities, a simple slice-by-slice 2D manual processing of medical image data becomes a very time consuming, tedious and clinically inefficient solution for routine practice. Furthermore, manual delineation of anatomical structures in 3D data is prone to significant intra and inter-observer variability. It should also be noted that 3D contouring through slice-by-slice 2D processing is not trivial, since boundary continuity in the out-of-plane direction is not explicitly enforced. Therefore, computational tools are crucial to aid the clinicians in this task and there is a vast literature on diverse methods suited to alleviate the need of fully manual analysis. Naturally, fully automatic image segmentation is highly desirable, and several powerful concepts such as active shape models, statistical atlases and other knowledge-based modeling have been proposed to automatically segment organs within 3D volumetric data. Nonetheless, due to inter-subject variability in anatomy and due to changes in imaging conditions, such automatic approaches are very challenging, and often need manual correction. Furthermore, medical image segmentation remains a supervised process in clinical practice and thus the segmentation result should reflect the clinicians' vision of the anatomical structures. Thus, the user should be able to quickly and efficiently interact with the result 0895-6111/$ -see front matter © 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compmedimag.2013. 10.002 of any segmentation algorithm to correct any possible disagreement.
User interaction in medical image segmentation has been reviewed by Olabarriaga and Smeulders [1] . The user input can be introduced at different levels of the processing pipeline, either by initializing and setting the parameters of the segmentation algorithm or by interacting with it, allowing online steering of the segmentation result. The segmentation algorithms that follow the first approach can be broadly classified as semi-automatic, where the segmentation process has a 'fire and forget' behavior [2] . On the other hand, the second approach more closely resembles a truly interactive process, where the algorithm reacts to the information introduced by the user preferably in real-time. While the first corresponds to a more automatized approach, with consequently less inter-observer variability, the control of the segmentation outcome by contour initialization and parameter setting might not be sufficient in more challenging areas of the image, where direct user input is required [3] . This can lead to a cumbersome tuning process, which requires user's knowledge of the underlying algorithm. On the other hand, purely interactive segmentation methods may require too much user input, which could affect the intra-and interobserver variability, and require near real-time processing of the segmentation method for optimal user steering. An efficient image segmentation algorithm is characterized by having a computational part that is fast, accurate, highly autonomous and predictable and whose user interventions are few, quick and simple [1] . Therefore, a hybrid approach, using initial (semi-) automatic segmentation with subsequent interactive real-time correction could provide an interesting trade-off for optimal clinical application.
Several algorithms are able to include user clues in the segmentation process. The most simple approaches are geometrical modeling tools which can be used to aid the manual construction of a 3D model, such as in [4, 5] . More recently, Heckel et al. have proposed a variational interpolation framework to implement near real-time reconstruction of a 3D model from a set of contours [2] . On cardiac segmentation, the ellipsoidal shape of the LV can be used to improve the efficiency of the generation of the 3D model, as in the guide-point modeling algorithm from Young et al. [6] . Obviously, these methods are relying solely on heavy user input, therefore not directly exploiting image information.
The classical example of the interactive segmentation driven by the user paradigm is the livewire algorithm and its variants. In this method, the user sets a number of sequential seed points, while the optimal cost path between them is estimated via graph-based analysis, such as Dijkstra's algorithm [7] . Several extensions have been proposed for 3D segmentation [8] [9] [10] and algorithms for efficient 3D livewire interactive segmentation of complex topology objects also exist [11] . However, the extension of the livewire framework to 3D is not straightforward, as the interaction paradigm is intrinsically 2D, since the optimal path remains a 1D entity. Although the recent work of Grady on minimal weight surfaces provides a truly three-dimensional extension of shortest path-based methods [12] , 3D interactive segmentation using livewire-based approaches still rely on a collection of 2D contours from where a 3D model needs to be constructed.
Graph-Cuts, originally proposed by Boykov et al. [13, 14] , and its variants offer an alternative paradigm for interactive segmentation. In this framework, the user introduces seed points that will correspond to different regions (object/background) and the segmentation result is calculated as the optimal partition graph between the object and the background, which can be efficiently computed using the max-flow/min-cut algorithm [15] . One important advantage offered by this framework is its computational efficiency, as well as the guarantee that the segmentation result corresponds to the global energy minimum of the segmentation criterion. By interactively placing additional seeds, the user can efficiently interact with the segmentation results. However, these seed points correspond to hard constraints on the segmented regions and not to boundary positions, which can make precise boundary manipulation cumbersome to the user.
Deformable models are a very popular family of segmentation methods, arising from the seminal work of Kass et al. [16] . In the original formulation of snakes, user input points could be used as attractor/repulsor sinks for the parametric curve evolution. ITK-SNAP is a particularly popular software tool that offers several options for 3D active contour segmentation, where the user can control the parameters of the segmentation algorithm and visually follow the evolution of the segmentation process, enabling online re-tuning of the parameters [17] . Therefore, ITK-SNAP is a perfect example for the type-I interaction as defined by Olabarriaga and Smeulders. More recently, Delgado-Gonzalo et al. have proposed a 3D parametric snake where user interaction plays an important role, since the compact parametrization of the surface allows shape deformation through the manipulation of a limited number of control points [18] . Interestingly, in the work of Liang et al. a unifying framework between snakes and livewire is proposed, allowing to take the complimentary advantages of these up until then competing techniques [19] . It should be noted that interactive free-form surface editing operators are also available for level-set based segmentation algorithms [20] . However, 3D segmentation using level-set approaches is computationally intensive, often requiring advanced GPU-based implementations to achieve acceptable running times for near real-time applications [21, 22] .
We propose in this paper to take advantage of the existing framework for real-time segmentation of challenging inhomogeneous 3D data, introduced very recently by the authors [23] , in order to design a hybrid process smoothly integrating automatic segmentation and real-time interaction. The segmentation method uses B-spline explicit active surfaces (BEAS) to recover objects from volumetric data, allowing to use both global or local region-based segmentation energies to evolve the contour. In spite of obtaining promising results, the initial semi-automated algorithm relied on manual input (6 clicks per 3D volume) to fit an ellipsoid used to initialize the segmentation algorithm [24] . Since manual initialization accounted for the vast majority (∼95%) of the total analysis time, a fast and automatic initialization method was posteriorly developed, allowing fully automatic segmentation [25] .
Although the existing BEAS framework offers very competitive performance, the supervised nature of the segmentation process introduces the need of pursuing strategies to efficiently allow the user to correct the segmentation results if needed. The manual correction of the segmentation results provided by BEAS can be efficiently steered by the user by evolving the segmented surface towards the additional points introduced by the operating physician. This is mathematically straightforward thanks to BEAS explicit parametric formulation. Furthermore, the computational speed of the method allows a truly interactive experience, similar to the livewire segmentation paradigm, with the advantage of explicitly deforming the surface rather than a 1D path.
The originality of the proposed method is twofold: first, a new energy term is introduced in the variational formulation of the method, in order to include the contour information introduced by the user. The proposed energy term can be easily extended to the case of multiple points being annotated by the operating physician. Secondly, we introduce a regularization term which yields a geometrically optimal interaction with the surface. This allows to propagate the input information in a geometrically smooth manner and to avoid a too localized deformation of the surface in the neighborhood of the points introduced by the user. Thanks to the computational efficiency of the underlying BEAS segmentation algorithm, the resulting tool offers a synergistic solution between a fully automatic segmentation tool and a real-time interactive segmentation method, where the user can introduce additional points to steer the segmentation process. In this paper we focus on the application of the proposed framework to real-time 3D echocardiographic (RT3DE) data. Note however that this framework is generic and can thus be easily used for a wide class of 3D segmentation tasks.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we focus on the general formulation of image segmentation problems using BEAS and we introduce the proposed variational formulation user interaction term. Also the geometric regularizer enabling a more efficient surface manipulation is presented here. In Section 3, we discuss some implementation issues of our method. In Section 4, we evaluate the performance of the method using RT3DE data. Furthermore, a benchmark comparison against a state-of-the-art 3D interactive segmentation software is equally presented. The key findings are discussed in depth in Section 5, while the study limitations are highlighted in Section 6. Lastly, we give the main conclusions and perspectives of this work in Section 7.
Methods

B-spline explicit active surfaces
The segmentation framework (BEAS) used in the present work has been recently proposed by the authors in order to allow realtime segmentation of challenging inhomogeneous 3D data [23] . The fundamental concept of this method is to regard the boundary of an object as an explicit function in a generic coordinate system, where one of the coordinates of the points within the surface is given explicitly as a function of the remaining coordinates [26] . Such explicit relation can be mathematically defined as:
where x ∈ R n is a point of coordinates {x 1 , . . ., x n } in an ndimensional space and x * ∈ R n−1 is a point of coordinates {x 2 , . . ., x n } in the associated (n-1)-dimensional subspace. In this framework, the explicit function is expressed as the linear combination of B-spline basis functions [27] :
where ˇd(·) is the uniform symmetric n − 1-dimensional B-spline of degree d. This function is separable and is built as the product of n − 1 one-dimensional B-splines, so that ˇd(x * ) = n j=2ˇd (x j ). The knots of the B-splines are located on a rectangular grid defined on the chosen coordinate system, with a regular spacing given by h. The coefficients of the B-spline representation are gathered in c [k] . Note that this representation follows what has been initially proposed for the level-set framework by Bernard et al. [28] . This B-spline formalism offers several important methodological advantages, since the contour evolution can be expressed as a separable convolution, which translates in a faster and more robust segmentation result than using other basis functions, such as radial basis functions (RBF) [29] .
As shown in [23] , both global and local region-based segmentation energy terms can be used in the BEAS framework. Although generic data attachment terms can be used, such as the Chan-Vese [30] and Yezzi [31] segmentation functionals and their localized counterparts [32] , the segmentation energy can be tailored for more specific applications. For instance, the darker appearance of the blood in RT3DE data can be explicitly taken into account when designing the energy to be minimized during the segmentation of RT3DE data, which improves the robustness of the method in this particular application [25] . Taking this an example, it can be shown that this energy can be directly minimized wrt. the B-spline coefficients, using the following evolution equations:
where A u and A v are the areas inside and outside the interface used to estimate the local means u x and v x , respectively. For clarity sake, I(x * ) corresponds to the image value at the position x = { (x * ), x 2 , . . ., x n }. In the present work, the function was defined in spherical coordinates and the LV parametrization can be seen in Fig. 1 . The segmentation algorithm is automatically initialized with an ellipsoid using the algorithm proposed in [25] , allowing fully automatic segmentation of the left ventricle. Further details on the foundations of the BEAS framework can be found in [23] .
Surface deformation via user-based online steering
Since image segmentation remains a supervised process in clinical practice, the operating physician must be able to interact with the segmentation tools to ensure that its results capture all the desired anatomical details. To this end we propose to incorporate user clues to adapt the segmentation results to the positions where, in the physician's point of view, the contour should pass. These points will act as anchors attracting the surface. By interactively introducing additional user points to the segmentation result and by dragging them towards the proper position, the physician can efficiently interact with the segmentation result and thanks to the computational efficiency of BEAS, there will be real-time feedback of the effect of these modifications. This allows an online interaction, which resembles the behavior of a 3D livewire algorithm, where in this case the user interacts directly with the entire surface rather than with a 2D contour.
Recalling that our generic explicit function (x * ) corresponds to a surface whose radius is a function of both azimuthal and zenithal angles (i.e. = (Â, ϕ)), a point introduced by the user can equally be expressed in spherical coordinates (i.e. p user = ( user , Â user , ϕ user )). By simply penalizing the parametric distance between the current surface position and the point position desired by the user (i.e. D = ( − user ) 2 ), we can easily evolve the surface towards the user's desired position. In this case, the energy term driving the surface can expressed as:
where ( user , Â user , ϕ user ) corresponds to the point introduced by the user expressed in spherical coordinates. ı((Â, ϕ) − (Â user , ϕ user )) corresponds to the 2D Dirac delta function arising from product ı(Â − Â user )ı(ϕ − ϕ user ), which is non-zero only at the position x * = (Â user , ϕ user ). As shown in the appendix, E user can be directly minimized wrt. to each B-spline coefficient c[k i ], using the following evolution equation:
In the case of the user inputing several points, the aforementioned energy can be also employed. To this end, we will take the sum of the parametric distance between the current surface and the points indicated by the user. Then, the segmented surface can be deformed towards multiple user points using thefollowing
where N p stands for the number of points introduced by the user.
Surface geometrical regularization for optimal user interaction
The direct application of the proposed user-based online steering framework is straightforward but results in a "bump-like" modification of the segmented surface, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . This arises from the fact that the energy proposed to drive the surface towards the point input by the user has a local nature. In fact, the energy minimization process drives the surface only along the radial direction for the azimuthal and zenithal angles of the point introduced by the user. On the other hand this point-wise modification of the surface affects the B-spline coefficients locally, as shown in the energy gradient wrt. to each B-spline coefficient expressed in Eq. (7), which is different than zero only in a neighborhood around the introduced point. This local neighborhood will depend on the scale of the B-spline function supporting the surface and also on the sampling grid used to discretize the problem.
Although this behavior could be tackled by introducing more user points, it would increase the time needed to efficiently correct the segmented surface (Fig. 2(c) ). In order to reduce the resulting bumps, we propose to regularize the surface by extending the influence of a given input point beyond the local B-spline kernel support. To this end, we propose to add a surface diffusion flow term to the interface evolution equation, which will evolve the surface towards the minimization of curvature variation in the surface. We follow the formulation originally proposed by Delingette and Montagnat for 2D parametric contours [33] . As detailed in the Appendix, expanding this approach to the 3D case implies using a flow F R defined as:
where Ä M (x * ) is the mean curvature of the interface at the position x * . The typical notation for the surface mean curvature (i.e. H) was not used to avoid confusion with the Heaviside operator. As noted in [33] , the evaluation of Ä M may be computed in practice using the following approximation:
where ˝A represents the local area where Ä M (x * ) is averaged. This geometrical regularization term can be interpreted as a force term driving the surface towards the local average of its mean curvature, thus penalizing local curvature variation. As shown in the Appendix, the previous geometrical regularization term can be used to evolve the BEAS surface using the following equation:
By adding the proposed geometrical regularization term to the user-based energy introduced in the previous section, the information introduced by the user will be propagated to regions outside the local B-spline kernel support, while keeping a smooth surface with minimal curvature variation ( Fig. 2(d) ). We should note however, that (10) will evolve the segmented surface towards a sphere (i.e. a surface with minimal curvature variation), which might negatively affect the automatic segmentation results, as shown in Fig. 3 . A solution to overcome this problem is presented in Section 3.
Interactive 3D real-time segmentation
Starting from the fully automatic segmentation results provided by the algorithm presented in [25] , the user is allowed to introduce points in order to manually steer the segmentation where the automatic algorithm failed to capture the correct position of the LV boundary. The update of the segmented surface was achieved through the direct minimization of the energy terms with respect to the B-spline coefficients c[k], yielding:
where ˛1 and ˛2 are the hyperparameters controlling the relative weight of the user-based and geometrically-based energy terms in the surface segmentation result. Note that in the present interactive segmentation algorithm no data attachment term is included. However, image-based forces could also be added to the interface evolution.
Implementation details
Segmentation parameters
The following settings were applied for all experiments:
• We used a cubic B-spline function as basis for the BEAS representation. This function provides a good trade-off between smoothing properties and computational cost. The scale parameter was set to h = 2; The size of the neighborhood used to estimate the local means was set to 16.
• As previously mentioned, the function was defined in spherical coordinates and the LV surface was discretized in 24 × 16 points along the zenithal and azimuthal directions respectively. • For the current work, the B-spline coefficients, c(k), are gathered in a 2D index array, spanning the spherical domain with the scale step previously defined, resulting in (N × N Â )/h = (24 × 16)/2 Bspline coefficients.
• The parameters that adjust the relative strength between the information introduced by the user and the geometrical regularization term were set to ˛1 = 1 and ˛2 = 0.25;
These parameters were set empirically towards an optimal response of the interactive segmentation algorithm.
ROI definition for geometrical regularization
The direct application of the proposed geometrical regularization scheme may lead to the loss of some anatomical details present in the automatic segmentation result. To this end, and to avoid oversmoothing in regions far away from the points introduced by the user, the proposed regularization scheme is only applied in a ROI around each point introduced by the user. A particularly sensitive region is the basal plane, whose surface boundaries correspond to regions of high curvature variation. To this end, the proposed geometrical regularization is not applied in this surface area, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The base plane is defined as the cut along ϕ which has the larger average surface mean curvature. Naturally, this is an application specific adaptation, which demonstrate the flexibility of the underlying interactive segmentation method to be taylored to the application needs.
One should note that defining directly the ROI in the spherical domain (i.e. N × M radians along the azimuthal and zenithal angles respectively) will lead to spatially varying ROI whose area will depend on the position of the point introduced by the user. This fact stems from the mismatch between the roughly ellipsoid shape of the left ventricle and the spherical sampling of the segmented surface, as shown Fig. 5(a) and (b) . This is particularly evident along the zenithal (i.e. longitudinal) direction. To compensate this, we propose to define the geometrical regularization ROI based on the local surface area, which is analytically computed during the automatic segmentation and thus available free of additional computational cost. It should be noted that although the surface is defined continuously, the local area values are defined over the discretization grid in the spherical domain used to computationally implement BEAS.
In order to simplify the local area estimation for the geometrical regularization ROI definition, we take a fixed size along the azimuthal (i.e. circumferential) direction corresponding to /4 and we dynamically adapt the size of the ROI along the zenithal (i.e. longitudinal) direction. The size of the ROI along the zenithal direction is such that the area of the ROI remains nearly constant in the discretized grid as highlighted in Fig. 5(c) and (d) . The zenithal length of the area patch was kept to 1/3 of the average longitudinal arclength of the LV surface. Nonetheless it is important to stress the intrinsic quantization effect caused by the discrete implementation of BEAS.
Experiments
Data acquisition and analysis
RT3DE data was acquired using a GE E9 scanner (GE Vingmed, Horten, Norway) equipped with a 4V transducer. The data used in the present study has been acquired at the enrollment of patients at UZ Leuven in a large ongoing multi-center clinical study (DOPPLER-CIP). The patients enrolled in this clinical study have a clinical profile corresponding to suspected chronic ischemic heart disease. The data used in the present work was taken randomly from the DOPPLER-CIP study database where the only inclusion criteria was to include patients which had been scanned at the UZ Leuven hospital for RT3DE acquisitions. This study was performed according to the ethical principles for medical research involving human subjects of the World Medical Association's declaration of Helsinki.
Each sequence was analyzed by two clinical experts, which have provided manual contours as well as interactive segmentations (using the proposed method and a state-of-the-art interactive segmentation tool) of the LV at the end-diastolic frame. Image quality was equally assessed by the two experts as poor (1), fair (2) or good (3) in accordance to the percentage of the myocardial wall clearly visible in the image (<60%, 60-75%, >75%), the contrast between the blood pool and the tissue and the presence of severe image artifacts.
Manual contouring was done using an in-house developed software package (Speqle3D, KU Leuven) dedicated to 3D visualization and manual delineation of LV boundaries [34] . This software package is implemented in MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). The segmented LV surfaces at end-diastole were used as reference for the experiments in the present paper. The mean of the enddiastolic volumes (EDV) estimated by the two experts was taken as reference value. Also the mean contour, defined as the isosurface comprising the local maxima of the distance function between both expert contours, was used to further assess the segmentation accuracy.
In order to test the performance of the interactive segmentation framework introduced in the present paper, the proposed algorithm (interactiveBEAS) was added to the existing software suite. By comparing the segmentation results of the proposed interactive method with the underlying automatic segmentation algorithm, the added value of the proposed interactive framework can be quantified. In order to benchmark the performance of the proposed framework, the two clinical experts were also asked to segment the end-diastolic frame of each RT3DE exam using TurtleSeg (www.TurtleSeg.org), a freely available tool implementing a 3D livewire-based interactive segmentation algorithm [35, 36, 11] . The so-obtained 2 different interactive segmentation solutions (interactiveBEAS and TurtleSeg) were compared with the manually extracted references for accuracy assessment, in terms of LV volume accuracy, LV segmentation accuracy and analysis time.
Results
Twenty-seven exams were used in the present study [EDV range: 72.6-164.3 ml]. The average image quality scores from the clinical experts are shown in Table 1 . Note that a score of 1.5 would represent a case where one expert classified the image quality as poor (1), while the other expert classified it as fair (2). 22.22% (6/27) of the analyzed data was consensually classified as having poor image quality, while the same number of exams was considered to have good image quality. The total analysis times using the different software tools are shown in Table 2 . To illustrate the segmentation improvement offered by the proposed interactive method, we show in Fig. 6 the increased agreement between the interactively segmented surfaces and the reference surface for the two poorest automatic segmentation results according to the Dice coefficient.
The performance of the underlying automatic segmentation algorithm and both interactive segmentation methods for the assessment of EDV is shown in Table 3 . The proposed interactive segmentation algorithm shows stronger correlation with the reference EDV values. For both interactive approaches, a statistically significant bias was found for one of the users. The proposed interactive approach also presented tighter limits of agreement, although being statistically significant thighter than TurtleSeg only for one of the users (p < 0.05, f-test).
The surface segmentation error for the different methods is given in Table 4 . A consistent tendency to improved segmentation performance was found using the proposed interactive segmentation method, although this improvement was only statistically significant for one of the users (p < 0.05, paired t-test).
The results of the inter-observer variability analysis for the EDV estimation using the different segmentation approaches can be found in Table 5 . Although not statistically significant, the proposed interactive segmentation approach presented a tendency to reduce the bias between both users. Furthermore, the variability of the absolute EDV difference between the experts was statistically significantly reduced using interactiveBEAS when compared to manual contouring (p<0.05, f-test).
The inter-observer variability analysis for the different surface segmentation error metrics can be found in Table 6 . Interactive-BEAS significantly reduces the inter-observer variability between the experts since statistically significant differences were found between interactiveBEAS and both manual contouring and segmentation using TurtleSeg for all the metrics (p < 0.05, paired t-test). This observation did not hold for TurtleSeg, despite a moderate reduction of the inter-observer HD when compared to manual analysis.
Discussion
Despite the efforts towards fully automatic segmentation in the medical image processing community, at current image segmentation remains a supervised process in clinical routine. It therefore remains crucial to allow user input in any segmentation tool to be clinically used in order to modify incorrect segmentation in an easy manner. This was the main motivation behind the present work in which an existing segmentation framework was modified in order to allow convenient user interaction.
By comparing the segmentation performance of the proposed interactive segmentation framework with the underlying automatic segmentation algorithm, an increased accuracy can be noted thanks to the manual surface steering driven by the user. Although this effect is not easily apprehended from the presented overall results, it should be noted that the user input is particularly relevant in challenging cases where the automatic segmentation is sub-optimal. By defining some segmentation quality threshold criteria from the observed intra-observer variability, it can be noted that 7/27 cases presented a Dice coefficient <85% using the automatic segmentation. However, only 4/27 and 2/27 cases were found to have Dice<85% in the interactive segmentation by both users. Similarly, for the mean absolute distance, 6/27 cases were found to have MAD > 3 mm using the automatic BEAS algorithm, while only 3/27 and 2/27 presented MAD > 3 mm in its interactive counterpart by both users respectively. This clearly points towards the added value of user input in challenging data where automatic segmentation might be suboptimal.
The proposed interactive segmentation approach offers an efficient and accurate alternative to full manual contouring. Indeed, interactiveBEAS leads to a 2 to 5-fold reduction of total analysis time, while keeping the surface segmentation error within the inter-observer variability range. Furthermore, the EDV extracted with the proposed method shows strong correlation and tight limits of agreement with respect to the reference value estimated by the two clinical experts. Despite user-dependent bias may be conserved, overall inter-observer variability is strongly reduced using interactiveBEAS. As a last remark, the computational efficiency of the underlying segmentation framework opens a path towards novel and improved user-interaction paradigms, as shown in the video available in the multimedia contents of the present manuscript.
Comparing interactiveBEAS with TurtleSeg, it is possible to observe that the EDV volume estimates present tighter limits of agreement with respect to the reference EDV values. Nonetheless, user-dependent bias are in part conserved with interactiveBEAS, which arises from the user input integrated in the segmentation algorithm to deform the LV surface provided by the automatic segmentation algorithm.
LV segmentation using interactiveBEAS was found to be the one providing the LV surfaces closer to the average contour of both clinical experts, although statistical significance was reached only for one user. Nonetheless, the performance of the proposed algorithm outranks TurtleSeg in the correct identification of the endocardial surface in RT3DE. Although EDV is an important volumetric cardiac Table 2 Total analysis time for manual contouring and interactive segmentation for both experts ( ± in s).
Manual contouring interactiveBEAS TurtleSeg
User index, not only the accurate estimation of this value is important. Indeed, several advanced processing algorithms, such as speckle tracking for cardiac strain assessment, require a rigorous spatial definition of the LV boundaries to be tracked during the cardiac cycle. Therefore, not only the correct LV volume should be recovered from the segmentation algorithm, but also the spatial position of the endocardial surface needs to be accurately resolved.
The results of the present study clearly show the inverse relationship between the degree of automation of the segmentation tool and its inter-observer variability, as well as total time of Table 3 LV end-diastolic volume assessment using both automatic and interactive segmentation approaches compared to the estimated reference value (R: Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient; Bias: Bland-Altman bias; LOA: Bland-Altman limits of agreement). analysis. Indeed, a gradual reduction in variability of the EDV can be observed, from the manual contouring to the TurtleSeg segmentation and to the proposed approach. However, our results also demonstrate that the amount of user input required by livewirebased segmentation of RT3DE data leads to a inter-observer subjectivity of the spatial position of the endocardial surface nearly as high as the manual segmentation process. This supports the key advantage offered by the proposed algorithm. Indeed, since the user starts from a competitive automatic segmentation result, he will only have to perform minor adjustments, which will only affect locally the segmented endocardial surface. This results in lower total analysis times and reduced inter-observer variability, two fundamental requirements for clinical usability of software tools. It should be noted that in the current work the user was not able to control the degree and span of the geometrical regularizer. However, and since the optimal amount of geometrical smoothing is likely to be user-dependent, an online control for this term will be introduced in our software tool.
The segmentation performance offered by the proposed interactive framework is competitive when compared with the current state-of-the-art. Without the claim of being exhaustive, we present in Table 7 a comparison between interactiveBEAS and relevant algorithms previously presented. For completness sake, it should be referred that the surface distance errors presented in Hansegaard et al. refer to the entire cardiac cycle, while Rajpoot et al. have segmented multi-view fusion echocardiography data, which offers superior image quality when compared with clinical RT3DE.
As a last note, it is important to stress that TurtleSeg is a generic tool which has not been developped specifically for cardiac applications. Thus, the 3D surface fitting to contours introduced interactively by the user is suboptimal, since it does not take into account the LV anatomy. Similarly, the automatic plane suggestion tool requires some adaptation from the user, which might explain the differences in the total analysis time between both users. Therefore, the presented results for TurtleSeg should be taken as a lower bound of the performance of an interactive segmentation method based on the livewire paradigm. Despite this, the proposed interactive segmentation clearly provides a substantial increase in the automation of the LV boundary delineation task.
Study limitations
The most important limitation of the present work is the fact that only two clinical experts were included in the study. Indeed, significant inter-observer variability in manual delineation of LV contours in RT3DE is widely acknowledged and thus several experts are needed to properly assess the statistical relevance of differences found between methods. Thus the presented results should be carefully interpreted, while keeping in mind that additional validation is still required in a larger patient database and including more reference contours from clinical experts.
The ROI definition for geometrical regularization was based on empirical observations while developing the proposed interactive algorithm. Indeed, 1/3 of the average longitudinal arclength arised as an optimal balance between a too locally restricted user deformation of the segmented LV (cf. Fig. 3B ) and a too global surface over-smoothing effect. However, it is acknowledged that the optimal ROI definition might be user dependent. Therefore, future work will focus the inclusion of a user-defined span of the geometrical regularization, thus adapting the algorithm to the preference of the analyzing physician.
A note should be also addressed to the underlying external forces of the algorithms under comparison in the present work. While the automatic segmentation method used as starting point in the proposed interactive segmentation algorithm uses localized region-based forces, the livewire-based algorithm used for comparison purposes employs a gradient-based image force. Despite this may influence the accuracy of the features extracted from the image data, we would like to stress that in the present manuscript we mostly focus on how the information input by the user can be used to steer the segmentation result, by comparing the proposed algorithm with a livewire-based interactive segmentation paradigm. Furthermore, no additional high-level priors, such as statistical shape models or ultrasound-physics based terms, are employed in the automatic segmentation, whereas the local means separation can be seen as higher scale equivalent of the image gradient along the normal direction to the LV surface.
Conclusion
The proposed interactive framework allows to explore a synergistic balance between fully automatic segmentation and user-based interactive segmentation. By only allowing local userbased steering of the automatically segmented surface, the proposed method is able to significantly increase its accuracy while keeping its robustness to the subjectivity introduced by the user. To improve the fluency of the interaction, we introduced a geometrical regularization term allowing to reduce the number of points necessary to efficiently modify the contour. Furthermore, and thanks to the real-time nature of the underlying segmentation framework (BEAS), the interaction with the segmented surface provides immediate feedback on the modifications introduced by the user. This reduces the additional overhead on the total analysis time and makes the interaction process less cumbersome.
